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Jenny Reid is the chief executive officer at iFacts.

Jenny’s career in the security industry started in 1995 and developed as she recognised increasing ways 
to help clients remove risks and develop progressive solutions to employee screening and vetting. 

Among several remarkable industry achievements including being elected as the first 
female president of the Security Association of South Africa (SASA), Jenny 
acquired the iFacts brand in 2009 and saw an opportunity to help her clients 
remove risks and develop progressive solutions to employee screening. 

From this, Jenny took her idea a step further and developed a holistic 
enhancement programme, aimed at helping business owners create 
a loyal, productive, and healthy workforce.

In 2018 Jenny became a partner in a business 50Plus-Skllls which 
is a skills platform for the over 50’s who have often retired too soon 
and either require paid work to live in the later segment of their life 
or who want to give back to society through work or play.

Jenny has since become a Master NLP Coach and created an 
online health and wellness platform to help people become the 
best me, they can be. Her tag line is Dream It Do It Be It. She 
specialises in programmes for career development, personal 
development, health & wellness, and retirement planning.

With her recognised expertise in employee screening and vetting. 
Jenny’s strong leadership style and outspoken views on corporate 
crime and political corruption have made her highly sought after by 
the media as a respected local and international conference speaker.

www.ifacts.co.za

www.theorangesa.co.za

www.50Plus-Skills.co.za
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By introducing innovative and proactive solutions that will help clients 
develop their business while reducing risk, Sonya is a proven 
professional that ensures outstanding results.

Under her leadership iFacts has expanded its international 
footprint and is now also working closely with UK-based 
clients to provide a stable call centre environment to assist 
its clients with reference calls as well as employment 
confirmations.

Sonya also became a member of BNI (Business 
Networking International), a global networking organisation 
aimed at like-minded professionals across the world. Since 
joining BNI, Sonya undertook the role of Vice President in 
2021, responsible for reporting and co-ordination. 

Sonya holds a diploma in Hotel Management and has held 
several posts within prominent hotel chains and exclusive 
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industry.
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% indicates negative results

2022 IFACTS EMPLOYEE SCREENING STATISTICS
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Fortinet’s 2020 Securing Remote Work Survey revealed that the shift to remote work was putting pressure on 
security teams and increasing the risk of breaches. In South Africa, studies have found that remote and hybrid 
models are here to stay. This means that organisations must make insider risk a priority. With a 47% increase 
in just two years, insider threats are a significant and growing problem worldwide, exacerbated by the move to 
remote and hybrid work models. 

No organisation is immune to the risk and two-thirds of organisations now consider insider threats to be a bigger 
problem than external attacks. 

Any employee has the potential to be an insider threat. All the employee  
needs is access to sensitive information, or even just access to the  
building where those resources are located. This means that even former  
employees, consultants, board members or cleaning staff could gain  
access to sensitive information.

Regrettably, not all background checks will identify potential risk and are  
geared to uncover issues that have happened in the past with a candidate.  
Fraud can hit organisations from various angles, and even though  
cybercrime and external fraud attacks are a huge risk and often many  
companies realise it is perpetrated from within.

INSIDER THREATS

ECONOMIC CRIMES

41%
committed by 
employees

36%
committed by  
external fraudsters

21%
collusion by employees  
& external parties

Source: Global Economic Crime & Fraud Survey

For which of the following types of personnel does your organization  
conduct background screenings?

Organizations with no U.S. locations

Source: PBSA 2021 survey

Corruption is the most 
common scheme in every 

global region

Percentage of cases 
involving corruption are on 

the rise

Fraudsters are 
collaborating more

Organisations with the 
fewest employees had the 

highest median loss

ACFE REPORT TO THE NATIONS 2022
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Historically it is believed that employees do not set out to defraud a company and often it is someone who 
has worked for the company for some time and must be motivated, have opportunity and rationalisation. 
Sadly, the recent Covid-19 lockdowns have negatively impacted household finances, providing ample 
motivation and justification for committing fraud. In the minds of many, desperate times call for desperate 
measures. 

Some of the warning signs exhibited by employees that may indicate fraudulent behaviour, 
include:

•   Living beyond their means. Any changes in the person’s personal spending behaviour (designer 
clothes, expensive cars, or the purchase of property) are often signs to be aware of.

•   Refusing to take leave or working long hours. This is often an indication that the individual is 
afraid of what someone who relieves them of their duties may uncover.

•   Close relationships with suppliers.

•   Working in a position where it is easy to commit fraud. 

Research suggests that evidence of the global ‘great resignation’ trend is emerging in South Africa as 
overworked employees are quitting their jobs. 

Reasons include longer working hours, fewer opportunities to take leave and toxic workplace culture. It is 
said that higher staff turnover and accrued leave costs could be a ticking time bomb for corporates. 

Staff turnover has increased by 16% across all sectors.  This should be reason enough for companies 
to consider employee screening, not just to prevent fraud, but also identify skills shortages. The cost of 
replacing an employee can range from half to twice their annual salary. In addition to the costs of recruiting 
and training new employees, high turnover can harm workforce morale and the customer experience. 
(Gallup).

WHO COMMITS FRAUD?

COST OF FRAUD

•  Organisations lose 5% of revenue to fraud annually 

•  A typical fraud case lasts 12 months before detection 

•  Occupational fraud came mostly from: 

  −  Operations 15%

  −  Accounts 12%

  −  Executive / Management 11%

  −  Sales 11%

•  Long term employees are more likely to commit fraud and are harder to catch

ACFE REPORT TO THE NATIONS 2022
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WHAT FRAUD CAN BE COMMITTED PRE-EMPLOYMENT?

CRIMINAL RECORD

Most companies across the globe conduct criminal and non-criminal background checks. However, 
criminal background checks are increasing significantly in companies based in the USA, while non-criminal 
background checks are more common in the rest of the world.

Globally 93% of organisations report doing some type of background check and 76% of organisations 
have a company employee screening policy.

In 2021, the top three reasons for conducting background checks were to: 

•  protect employees and customers (76%) 

•  improve the quality of hires (52%) 

•  protect company reputation (41%) 

In South Africa, the criminal justice system is on its knees. According to the police, there is only a 48% 
chance of identifying those committing crime. The conviction rate is down to 15% but for the 
victims of rape this is worse at a mere 11%.

This means that a criminal record check will not necessarily identify a potential employee with criminal 
intent in South Africa.

CRIMINAL ACTION

•   Fewer organisations are pursuing criminal action but 
more are taking civil action against the perpetrator

•  Ony 6% of fraud perpetrators had a criminal record

•   Newer employees are more likely to have a criminal 
record

ACFE REPORT TO THE NATIONS 2022

Which is most important to you when considering which background screening  
provider to use for your screening needs?
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Source: PBSA Survey 2022

Click here to view Sample Report  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/
uploads/2022/03/Criminal-Record-Check-
Sample-Report.pdf)

of candidates screened  
have criminal records

6%

https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Criminal-Record-Check-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Criminal-Record-Check-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Criminal-Record-Check-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Criminal-Record-Check-Sample-Report.pdf
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DRIVERS LICENSE & DRIVING PERMIT FRAUD

Since the start of the coronavirus pandemic, supply chains all around the world have experienced 
disruptions.

Trucks move 72% of the goods consumed in the USA economy, which makes them a key part of the 
supply chain. Countries such as Germany, France, Denmark, and Norway are also experiencing truck 
driver shortages. 

In South Africa, Stellenbosch University and World Bank estimate that the logistics’ sector is responsible 
for 11.8% of the country’s GDP.  But there is currently a shortage of approximately three thousand truck 
and bus drivers.

These drivers must have the valid driver’s license and public driving permit. A driver aptitude profile is also 
highly recommended.  This would be in addition to the various other recommended assessments and 
verifications for a driver.

IFACTS 2021 INVALID  
DRIVER CHECKS

Public Driving  
Permit Verification41%

QUALIFICATION FRAUD

A former South African Social Security Agency (Sassa) employee was recently found guilty of fraud after 
working at the agency for 20 years.

She had applied for the position with a fraudulent matric certificate and had earned more than R4 million 
during the 20 years she worked there.

South Africa’s high unemployment rate combined with a low successful school leaving record, adds fuel 
to the fire of qualification fraud. Then sadly there is the example set by government where 26% of senior 
employees do not have the right qualification for the job.

WHAT FRAUD CAN BE COMMITTED PRE-EMPLOYMENT?

iFacts 2021 Invalid Qualification Checks

Click here to view Sample Report  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/
uploads/2022/03/Matric-Certificate-Verification-
after-92-Sample-Report.pdf)

Click here to view Sample Report  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/
uploads/2022/03/Drivers-and-Pdp.pdf)

https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Matric-Certificate-Verification-after-92-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Matric-Certificate-Verification-after-92-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Matric-Certificate-Verification-after-92-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Matric-Certificate-Verification-after-92-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Drivers-and-Pdp.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Drivers-and-Pdp.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Drivers-and-Pdp.pdf
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RISK IN THE WORKPLACE

INTEGRITY

Integrity means everything in the business world. Just ask American investment billionaire and 
philanthropist Warren Buffett, who has said he looks for three things when hiring people: intelligence, 
initiative, and integrity. However, he warns that if they do not have integrity, the first two will kill you.

Integrity International (INTEG) updates its statistics annually to measure the Annual Integrity Status by 
utilizing its 26 research centres around the globe. They report the movement of the Integrity Status – 
relative to the previous year’s statistics for Europe, Africa, South Africa, and globally.

The below subjects are the indicators used in the integrity assessments done by companies globally.  
Most integrity assessments are done pre-employment, but it is recommended that they are reviewed every 
two years to identify risk profiles.

Dr Fick is of the opinion that integrity over the past two years has been impacted by the pandemic  
and says:

1.   Even Europe, that was known for having a relative ‘stable’ Integrity Status, is becoming less  
stable – with a strong indication that we can expect a drop in their Integrity Status (IS) over the next 
review period.

2.   There is sufficient reason to believe that the global IS is declining.

3.  Africa as a continent, has a declining IS.

4.  South Africa is becoming internationally known as a questionable entity as far as the IS is concerned.

Research into the decline of integrity in people with in organizations globally

Subjects Europe Africa
South 
Africa

Global

Responsibility for company property & assets -0.4 -1.2 -3.1 -1.5

Reliability/Dependability +0.2 -2.8 -3 -2

Accountability/Responsibility +0.6 -1.7 -2 -1

Adherence to policy & rules 0.0 -2.1 -2.6 -2.3

Honesty +0.5 -2.2 -2.5 -1.5

General Integrity 0.0 -2 -2.5 -1.4

PROACTIVE MEASURES TO MINIMISE RISK IN THE WORKPLACE

Source: Integ International – Dr Fick

Click here to view Sample Report  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/IP200-Integrity-Profile.pdf)

https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/IP200-Integrity-Profile.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/IP200-Integrity-Profile.pdf
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REFERENCE CHECKS

Candidates will often provide a potential employer with a CV containing details of referees. Never accept 
these as the genuine people who will give you the correct information about the individual.  It has 
been seen that employers are often hiring a professional company to verify the details of the previous 
employer and to gather relevant information that will assist in making a more informed decision about 
the employment of the individual. The information provided in the CV or application is not only verified 
but relevant questions are asked to understand if the individual stands a chance of being re-hired at the 
previous employer and that the actual earnings stated are correct.

At iFacts our call centre is now providing reference checks for many global clients.

Click here to view Sample Report (https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/
Verification-of-CV-References-Sample-Report.pdf)

SOCIAL MEDIA RISK ASSESSMENTS

In a recent Professional Background Screening Association (PBSA) publication, when asked which areas 
of background screening organisations were considering expanding upon or starting to use, social media 
was the top selection worldwide. Furthermore, organisations outside of the US had significantly higher 
numbers than those within the US.

Current figures indicate that over six thousand tweets are made per second globally, and five new 
Facebook profiles are opened every 10 seconds. On social media individuals unwittingly tend to expose 
more than they would do in an interview. This provides a glimpse of the person that will enter your 
workplace, whether they will fit the corporate culture and if they pose a possible risk to the organisation.

During 2021 more iFacts clients were making use of social media risk assessments and we had the 
following findings:

•  27% of individuals checked were considered high risk

•  Less than 1% of individuals had insufficient social media information to conduct a check

Click here to view Sample Report (https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Social-
Media-Risk-Assessment-Full-Sample-A.pdf)

REPORT CHANNEL CHECKLIST

PROACTIVE MEASURES TO MINIMISE RISK IN THE WORKPLACE

Facebook YouTube

Twitter Tumblr

Instagram Flickr

LinkedIn Pinterest

Search Engines (Google)

News articles, Consumer review 
platforms, Blogs, Online forums

Goodreads, Soundcloud,  
Twitch, etc.

Micro Interest Social Media

https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Verification-of-CV-References-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Verification-of-CV-References-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Verification-of-CV-References-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Social-Media-Risk-Assessment-Full-Sample-A.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Social-Media-Risk-Assessment-Full-Sample-A.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Social-Media-Risk-Assessment-Full-Sample-A.pdf
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2022 IFACTS SOCIAL MEDIA SCREENING STATISTICS
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MENTAL HEALTH

According to Josh Bershin, Covid-19 is not the only reason for change in the workplace. Many changes 
began during in the financial crisis of 2008 with a steady evolution of digital transformation, political 
change, income inequality and job changes. Bershin says that re-skilling, up-skilling, new job models, new 
job architectures, new organisation models, a focus on the environment, the global climate issues, diversity 
inclusion equity, and Black Lives Matter, have all contributed. The pandemic simply accelerated all these 
issues, adding well-being, resilience and mental health to the list.

One of the ways to identify what assistance an employee will need is to make use of the Personal Success 
Profile which is a key element of the Performance Booster programme.  

This is based on the principles that people need to be provided with the tools to inspire and motivate 
themselves, to affect and change their own behaviour, and to make emotionally intelligent decisions about 
their own lives.

In addition to the individual assessment, the iPerform employee scorecard is an online tool used by 
companies to manage existing employee performance as well as provide regular communication and 
coaching for the individual. The scorecard will be drawn up together by the manager and employee and 
the KPIs and deliverables will be agreed upon.

Wellbeing Lands in the Board Room

Source: VC Data: CB Insights
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EMPLOYMENT RISK TRENDS TO BE AWARE OF

CLICK HERE TO CONDUCT YOUR PERSONAL SUCCESS  
PROFILE FREE ASSESSMENT

http://www.theorangesa.co.za/client/perfprofile_sample.php?sp=16

http://www.theorangesa.co.za/client/perfprofile_sample.php?sp=16
http://www.theorangesa.co.za/client/perfprofile_sample.php?sp=16
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CANDIDATE EXPERIENCE

The process to run a background check on a candidate shouldn’t create obstacles. A smooth and 
simplified candidate experience for both remote and onsite candidates continues to be a top priority for 
employers around the globe. The need for a candidate experience that is like the convenience, efficiency, 
and speed of the best online consumer transactions should also extend to the background screening 
process.

FUTURE OF WORK

•   Research by the McKinsey Global Institute has explored the future of work in detail.

•   This includes the kind of jobs that will be both lost and created, as technology such as AI takes hold.

•   The study shows that while the need for manual skills will decline, the demand for technological, social, 
and higher cognitive skills will increase.

The need for manual and physical skills, as well as basic cognitive ones, will decline, but demand for 
technological, social, and emotional, and higher cognitive skills will grow.

To determine an employee’s skill set, employers should consider a behavioural or cognitive ability 
assessment.

Click here to view the Personal Development Analysis Sample Report 
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/PDA-Sample-Report.pdf)

Click here to view Cognitive & Potential Assessment (COPAS) Sample Report 
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/COPAS-Sample-Report.pdf)

EMPLOYMENT RISK TRENDS TO BE AWARE OF

https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/PDA-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/PDA-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/COPAS-Sample-Report.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/COPAS-Sample-Report.pdf
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THE PROTECTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION ACT (POPIA)

POPIA is a new Act that is effective from 1 July 2021. It applies to any person or organisation who keeps 
any type of records relating to the Personal Identifiable Information of anyone, unless those records are 
subject to other legislation which protects such information more stringently.

POPIA The POPI Act ensures that the right to privacy is taken seriously and includes a data subject’s right 
to be protected against any unlawful collection, use, dissemination and retention, dissemination and use of 
their personal information.

Companies are required to receive consent from individuals before they can obtain, retain and process 
personal information for communication or any other purpose in certain instances. 

iFacts have been serious about complying with POPIA as well as the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) and have put measures in place to comply such as:

•   Training our management and employees

•   Having the appropriate policies and procedures in place

•   Putting the information security measures in place to protect the information.

Click here to view iFacts POPIA Certificate  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/POPIA-Document.pdf)

NATIONAL CREDIT REGULATOR (NCR)

All employee screening companies that also provide consumer credit information (Credit Reports) in 
South Africa are required to register as a credit bureau with the National Credit Regulator and are required 
to comply with the National Credit Act 34 of 2005 as amended and regulations (NCA) as well as the 
conditions of registration from the National Credit Regulator (NCR) as set out in the National Credit Act 
Amendment 19 of 2014 (NCAA). 

The NCAAct stipulates that each credit bureau must register with the National Credit Regulator in order to 
conduct business legally; it sets out the purposes for which consumer credit information may be used, and 
the companies to which the credit bureau may provide the information.

In line with this Amendment, a consumer credit record may only be accessed by a recruitment company, 
staffing company or employer when:

•   They certify that the request for consumer credit information relates to a position requiring honesty in 
the handling of cash and finances;

•   There is a job description in place that outlines the requirement of trust and honesty in the handling of 
cash and finances; and

•   Specific and informed consent/indemnity of the consumer is obtained prior to the request being made.

•   There is also a requirement that the credit bureau is audited by an Independent Auditor on an annual 
basis to ensure compliance with the NCA.

iFacts NCR membership number: NCRCB37

Click here to view iFacts NCR Certificate  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/NCR-Certificate.pdf)

WHAT MAKES AN EMPLOYEE SCREENING COMPANY COMPLIANT IN SOUTH AFRICA?

https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/POPIA-Document.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/POPIA-Document.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/NCR-Certificate.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/NCR-Certificate.pdf
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WHAT MAKES AN EMPLOYEE SCREENING COMPANY COMPLIANT IN SOUTH AFRICA?

SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICES (SARS) TAX COMPLIANCE

A Tax Clearance is usually required by businesses for a tender or to render a particular service. The Tax 
Clearance certificate is only valid for one year from the date of issue. 

Click here to view iFacts SARS Tax Compliance Certificate  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/iFacts-PTY-LTD-TCC.pdf)

BROAD-BASED BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT (B-BBEE)

The Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) programme provides a legislative framework 
for the transformation of South Africa’s economy. The Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment Act, 
aims to advance economic transformation and enhance the economic participation of black people in the 
South African economy.

iFacts is a level 4 contributor.

Click here to view iFacts B-BBEE Certificate  
(https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/iFacts-BEE-Affidavit.pdf)

https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/iFacts-PTY-LTD-TCC.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/iFacts-PTY-LTD-TCC.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/iFacts-BEE-Affidavit.pdf
https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/iFacts-BEE-Affidavit.pdf


WHAT MAKES IFACTS THE LEADING  
EMPLOYEE SCREENING SERVICE PROVIDER?

INTEGRITY

COMMUNICATION & EASE OF USE

National Credit Regulator (NCR)

iFacts is a fully compliant Employee 
Screening Company

No hidden costs or 
contract obligations

FREE ID Verification 
with all iFacts 
reports

Protection of Personal Information  
Act (POPIA)

General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR)

Reports are 
easy to read

Free training 
for all users

Fully integrated
online platform

Real time data 
and results

South African footprint of 
fingerprint hubs for criminal 
record checks
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THE IFACTS TEAM

iFACTS ASSOCIATES:

Jenny Reid  
(CEO)

Sonya Skipp  
(General Manager)

Monique Beetge Conscience Manjokota Zanele Kumalo

Chipo Laudi Michela MaziyokwenyuTatenda Damba

www.theorangesa.co.za www.50plus-skills.co.za 

http://theorangesa.co.za/
https://www.50plus-skills.co.za/
http://www.theorangesa.co.za 
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INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION AND GROWTH

As part of our expansion and growth, we have developed a new division in our team providing call centre 
agents to our International clients. These call centre agents assist our International clients with all their 
Employment reference calls as well as the confirmation of employment. 

All our agents are well versed in this function and all have a good command of the English language, 
assisting our clients with this task. Operating hours are tailor-made to suit our clients.

Contact us for further information and to see how we can assist you.



Director: Jenny Reid jenny@ifacts.co.za

General Manager: Sonya Skipp sonya@ifacts.co.za

Sales/Marketing: Monique Beetge monique@ifacts.co.za

+27 (0)11 453 1627 / +27 (0)11 453 1587

Employee Screening & Vetting Services  
Online Employee Engagement Tools  |  Integrity Assessments  
Behavioural Assessments  |  Voice Stress Analysis 
Social Media Risk Assessment  |  Career Coaching  |  Wellness

OUR SERVICES


